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Team’s & Graded Scratch Races – Casey Fields – May 16
th

Race report

With just 58 riders turning up to race the regular Graded

Scratch races maybe I should start painting Casey Fields in a

more positive and appealing light.

It was a near perfect day, cloudless sky, cool air temperature,

not a breath of wind (trust me - ed.), the newly surfaced back

loop section of the circuit a pleasure to ride on.  The recent

rains filling Tristan’s pond, the reflection of riders against blue

skies on its still waters a picture awaiting capture.

It being a Sunday may also have had something to do with it

and the dirge of regular a-grade riders and some of the top

b-grade riders to the Team’s event another contribution.

Including the 24 riders in the Team’s race there was a total of

72 riders for the day.

The format; start the regular scratch races on time and give the

riders an hour to race, start the Team’s race fifteen minutes

later and leave them out there for ninety minutes leaving at

least half an hour for the others to enjoy the spectacle.

team’s race

Twenty-four riders set off nervously for a designated 90-

minutes, not too sure what was required or how things were

going to pan out.  Stefan Kirsch taking an early break and

taking advantage of the neutral wheel service provided by

Velocino cycles (Deb McCoy’s shop) to grab a replacement

for a buckled rear wheel.  The first lap out of the way, Stef

back in the bunch and heart rates settled a few were prepared

to push the pace.  The money was on Tony Chandler (Adriatic)

to be the first to make a break from the bunch, those who’d

followed the odds lost.   A few moves over the next couple of

laps were all quickly responded to, the average speed

increasing as a result.  Ian Smith (Bicycle Super Store) having

been shanghaied into the team at registration was one of the

early aggressors.

Ten minutes into affairs Frank Nyhuis (Team Degani)

separated himself from the bunch, a lack of interest allowed

Frank to open up the biggest gap of the race to date.  That

prompted some interest and two set about bridging which in

turn had Nigel Kimber (Omara cycles) out of the saddle and in

pursuit also.  A mechanical reduced the bridge builders to two,

a change of heart brought it back to one, Nigel persisting and

catching Frank - it was two away.

For the next twenty minutes the pair swapped turns and built a

handy 250-300m lead whilst the bunch pontificated about who’s

responsibility it was to chase.  As the chase got itself organised

the effort in the break started to tell with Nigel allowing Frank a

bigger share of the work.  As the second third of the race started

Nigel surrendered and returned to the bunch, Frank not far

behind.

The expected counter attack quickly followed the return of Frank,

no surprise there and as such it was covered by all.  The next

twenty minutes saw various teams pushing riders up the road,

some moves given a bit of leeway till a couple of teams tried to

get in on the act, some moves jumped on before they even started.

After most teams had played a card or two Michael Hay

(Croydon Cycleworks / Pick-a-Part) put in a big effort to take a

20m gap on the field, the bunch relatively comfortable to leave

him there.

After almost a lap of holding the leash riders started to bridge,

half a dozen jerseys making their way across to the red and

yellow on Mick’s shoulders.  The last of the six was the blue and

yellow on Nigel’s back, ahead of him Peter Howard (Doherty’s /

Eltham Cycles), Gerard Donnelly (Celtic / TFM), Rob Amos

(Velocino), Andy Burmas (Adriatic) and Trevor Coulter (Team

Degani).  With all teams bar one represented in the break the

chase was reigned in, Tony Chandler, not content with riding

tempo, jumped from the chase and bridged to make it a break of

eight.

Looking at forty minutes of effort the work load in the break was

not shared equally, calls to ‘get organised’ falling on deaf legs.

Those who could, put in.  Those who were struggling joined in

when they could and looked for excuses (“Justin’s coming” / “I’m

riding for Justin”) when they couldn’t (I’m having a go at me here

– ed.).

The composition of the break putting a bit of pressure on Omara

cycles, the team keen to get one of their sprinters across to the

break.  Justin Davis and Jason Theobald trying on several

occasions to break from the chase and bridge but every attempt

attracted two or three shadows as Doherty’s (Guy Green & Stefan

Kirsch) and Celtic (Frank Donnelly & Boyd Friis) reacted to

protect their interests.  The efforts by Justin and Jason kept them,

Guy, Stefan, Frank, Boyd and David Holt (Adriatic) at the head

of the chase dictating a fluctuating pace, the remainder enjoying

the tow.

With the clock running down, the break a kilometre up the road

and no freedom to chase Omara’s aggression eased and the chase
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settled down in anticipation of the fight for the last two point

scoring positions.  Guy Green was taking no chances, attacking

the group a lap and a half from home.  Hesitation in the chase

with everyone looking to someone else to chase allowed Guy

all the space he needed to get well clear.

Turning up to the finish line to receive the bell Nigel took the

lead of the race and proceeded to pilot the procession through

the final two kilometres.  The pace set by Nigel kept the line

honest, there was to be no jockeying for positions as the

leaders raced down the back straight for the final time.  Gerard

Donnelly started the sprint just before the final turn, everybody

bar Nigel quick to respond.  As the seven bore down on the

line they spread across the track, Peter Howard emerging from

the mass to take the win, Gerard having enough to take second

ahead of Michael Hay and Rob Amos, who in turn was

followed across the line by Trevor, Tony and Andy.

Nigel rolled across the line in eighth.  Guy Green, adding to

Doherty/Eltham cycles’ tally, comfortably ninth, Jason

Theobald (Omara) wending his way through the remainder to

win the bunch kick for the last of the points on offer.

Stats for the race (8th): 64.9k covered in 1:34 for 41.5kph avg.

From team Adriatic’s view point (Andy Burmas);

Euro-style teams racing makes its long awaited debut at

Eastern Vets!!!

The first race of the teams series was scheduled as a 90 minute

race on the infamously open and windy Casey Fields circuit on

Sunday the 16th of May.

Following an exhaustive selection process, the Team Adriatic

squad for the main event was made up of David Holt (Team

Captain and sprinter), supported by superdomestiques Tony

Chandler and Andy Burmas.  The two Phils (Cavaleri and

Smith) were entered in the open a-grade scratch race which

was to be run in conjunction with the teams’ race.

Being our first foray into the dark world of team-style racing

there had been intense discussion of tactics over the last few

weeks with a lot of "What if's" being bandied about.  Now the

great day had finally arrived and it was time to put our theories

into practise.  The plan was a simple one- Tony and myself

were to look to get ourselves in a break, putting the pressure of

chasing us down on the other teams, thereby leaving David to

sit in the bunch ready for a sprint if required.  Sounds good,

hey?  But what happens if both of us end up in a break??  Read

on and you'll find out.

The first few laps saw a couple of attacks go off the front-

none of which posed any kind of threat and were quickly

reeled in.  As the race progressed, more and more of the highly

seeded riders had a go in getting off the front but were quickly

marked.  Both Tony and myself took turns at trying to both

initiate and follow breaks but it wasn't until just under 60

minutes in that I went across to cover a small break and found

myself in a quality group of seven riders with the likes of

Gerard Donnelley (Celtic / TFM), Rob Amos (Velocino) Peter

Howard (Doherty’s / Eltham Cycles) and Mick Hay(Croydon).

A temporary truce in the main bunch saw us go clear with a small

but increasing advantage. After a few turns at the front, I was

starting to feel the effects of the constant pace and was

contemplating surrender and returning to the fold for a breather. It

was at this point that Tony Chandler bridged across from the

main group making us the only team with two riders in a

breakaway that looked like it would succeed. The thoughts of

surrender quickly evaporated and were replaced with thoughts of

a potential victory. The gap to the main bunch was growing to the

point of blowing out and after 75 minutes of racing it became

clear to all that this would indeed be the winning move.

Approaching the final lap Nigel Kimber (Omara cycles), one of

the most active riders for the day buried himself at the front of the

group into the wind for the last time. As we swung up into the

finishing straight Tony and I gave it everything and managed to

secure 6th and 7th position behind some pretty strong sprinters in

Peter Howard, Gerard Donnelley and Mick Hay.

Our attention quickly turned to the bunch finish, hopeful that

David could round out the top 10 and give us 3 riders in the top

10. He fell agonisingly short in 11th position by the narrowest of

margins, leaving Team Adriatic in 4th position overall after the

first round of racing.

Following the warm down Tony and I caught up with the rest of

the team to discuss the trials and tribulations of our day. As we

had hoped, the Phils had smashed the A grade field- securing 1st

(Phil Smith) and 2nd (Phil Cavaleri) in the A grade open race.

This success, combined with our strong first showing in the teams

event, the day was deemed a very successful debut for team

Adriatic.

Following post race 1 team discussion and post mortem, the focus

will shift to race#2 of the series to be held at Steels Creek on the

26th of June.

Bring it on!!!!

a-grade (Nick Tapp)

With eight teams of three taken out for the first teams’ race, it

was a compact field of six on the start line in a-grade: three Phils

(Smith, Cavaleri and Thomson), a Greg (Lipple), Nick Tapp (first

time in a-grade and first time at Casey – where it’s always windy

and bleak, eh?!) and Kevin Starr … Kevin? No sign of Kevin, but

the starter decided to get things rolling and away went the five.

Phil S and Phil C set a reasonable pace but all five joined the

rotation, and a lap later Kevin made it six.  Newcomer Nick was

happy to be in a small, experienced bunch while he adjusted to

a-grade pace and the bendy circuit.  Phil S, as expected, looked

strong, and after about 15 minutes tested the waters with a

probing attack.  No go – the rest were quickly on his wheel.  But,

of course, there would be more where that came from.  Phil’s next

foray off the front took Kevin along too, this time the chasers

were aided by a slower group ahead that blunted the attack - all

together again.

Next it was the other two Phils who pushed off the front for a few

laps before being caught.  Then, with a burst of speed up the back

straight, Phil S was away.  The rest were caught off guard, and

Phil was quickly into TT mode and building a gap.  A lap or so



later Phil T and Phil C made a break, pedaling furiously to

cross the gap to Phil S’s wheel before it got too great, leaving

Kev, Greg and Nick to concoct Plan B.  There was nothing

much for it but to chase and hope a Phil or two fell off the

pace, so for lap after lap that’s what they did, doing regular

turns on the front of about a third of a lap each.

Up the finishing straight one time, after a solid dig into the

wind that had appeared out of nowhere, Nick thought his

adventure in a-grade was finished.  He came round past the

clubhouse 20 metres off the other two and could easily have

sat up, but they slowed for the tight left-hander and Nick found

enough in the legs to get back on and rejoin the chase.  Further

encouragement came as the three chasers realised the three

Phils were no longer together.

Phil S had given Phils T and C the slip and opened a gap; and

the other gap, between the Phils in the middle and the three

chasers, was narrowing.  A couple of laps later they had closed

it, and two plus three were again five.  Perseverance had paid

off – but now what?  No one seemed to have the legs to attack

again, and surely the bell couldn’t be long in coming.  At last

the word as they passed the finish line was ‘Two to go’, and

the pace dropped off even further.

Round again, the bell rang and there was a collective shaking

out of tired legs.  Nick was on the front as they approached the

left-hander into the finishing straight.  Then, like clockwork,

with a few clicks, a grunt and a flurry, Greg launched the

sprint.  The two Phils got past him to take the minor placings,

and Kev managed to hold their wheels but no more.  Greg

followed, while Nick made it to the line close behind.  Phil S

had finished a good three-quarters of a lap earlier.  And if the

ego wasn’t bruised enough he was heard to mention afterwards

that he was a bit tired as he’d done 100 km in the hills the day

before.

b-grade (Nigel Frayne)

A very disorienting day; racing on a Sunday (- strange traffic

on the roads), sunny and no wind bending the trees.

Only eight in b-grade today due to the concurrent teams’ race

and a-grade stealing a few of our hard men.  Not much to say

about the race - interval training!  There were four main

protagonists, Owen Anstey, Martin Stalder, Peter Shanahan

and Nigel Frayne all repeatedly trying for either solo or paired

escapes.  However each was countered by the group to ensure

it all stayed together throughout.

The stop/start action caused an overall slow average speed

(35.2kph) with c-grade (a big bunch circulating at a regular

speed) passing us at one point.  We re-passed shortly

afterwards and recovered some dignity!  However being

passed by Phil Smith (was it twice?) in a solo escape in

a-grade put things back into perspective.

Nigel led the first sector of the last lap followed by Owen

drawing the pack closer to the final bend.  Tony Curulli (1
st
)

was perfectly placed and jumped away just before the turn

with Leigh Bailey (2
nd

) and Bruce Dunlop (3
rd

) hot on his

heels, Nigel (4
th

) not far behind.  Some of the others were

slightly baulked on the turn as riders found their sprinting line.

c-grade (David Ryan)

Sixteen starters lined up for the Sunday crit. race at Casey.  Was

this really Casey Fields?  Where was the obligatory wind?  One

could only think that "this is how it is meant to be".  The nice

sweeping bends good length straights.  This is what the designers

of the course really had in mind!

Off we all went keeping well in check for most of the race.  It was

said to be only 55 minutes or so, but ended up going for 1 hr 12

mins due to other races in progress, others on bells laps, etc.

Good to see Jodie Batchelor back for her first start in an Eastern

Vets race in 12 months or so.  Darren Smith also in the mix albeit

with a knee still complaining from last week’s hills.

The pace was steady, but with the ideal conditions any

breakaways were quickly pulled into check.  No one was going

anywhere today!  Pace must have been high, because about half

way through the race we passed b-grade, to be caught and passed

by them in the penultimate lap.

Several laps to go and things slowed right down so as to let

f-grade race their bell lap, e-grade doing theirs at the same time.

The next lap cautious, so as to let vacating riders off the track

without incident, saw the pace low for another lap.  Then slow

again for d-grade's last lap.  One more for good measure, passed

by b-grade now, so keep it down to give them room.  Now

everyone is fresh as a daisy.  No-one breathing heavily at all, all

poised for a good sprint!  All were up for it now, even the non

sprinters.  Ahh there is the bell.  All jostling for a good spot,

picking wheels, all eyes on everyone else... then a-grade passing.

Regrouping again for the final push saw a late sprint.  Darren

Smith kicking first, David Ryan on his wheel like glue.  Harold

Simpson along side. Dean Niclasen and Michael Pearce, Pete

Webb, Richard Dobson along with all the rest, all pushing hard.

Suddenly, an exclamation of pain as Darren's knee went! his

slowing pushing David Ryan off his wheel and onto Harold's, and

then into clear air for the final 70 meters or so to take the win.

Michael Pearce a very close second followed by Dean Niclasen in

third and Harold Simpson fourth.

d-grade (Mal Jones)

Dateline: Casey Fields, last Sunday around 2pm. Is that Thomas

The Tank Engine out there circulating at a furious pace… or is it

a Volvo intimidating the poor, hapless riders?  No, it’s one of

d-grade’s favorite and long lost elders (couldn’t be one of the

sons, could he), Neil Cartledge making a guest cameo appearance

to apparently keep the rest of us honest (and to be honest, I made

that last bit up – about keeping us honest…).

As if racing on a Sunday afternoon wasn’t enough of a change,

the revelation was compounded by bright sunshine and no wind.

Many were questioning whether they’d turned up to the wrong

track, the conditions were so good.  And then they threw Neil into

the mix joining 12 others to make up a bakers’ dozen in d-grade.

It was going to be an interesting day!

With no wind there was no reason for anyone to hide, but the

early laps were quite the opposite, with only a small group of 3 or



4, including Cube Taylor, Andrew Buchanan and Neil

Cartledge willing to share the pace setting at the front.  As a

result, the pace wasn’t that hot, and was only upped when

Graeme Parker shot past towing half the grade behind him in

the back half of the circuit to set the real race in motion after

15 or 20 minutes.

That set the rotations in motion with Sam Bruzzese going to

the front and setting the pace before being replaced by

virtually every rider in the bunch over the space of the next

several laps.  Still, the pace wasn’t that fast, a fact illustrated

when e-grade, being led by a marauding Peter Kronemann,

came steaming past.  That finally provided the wake up call to

get the lead out of the legs and up the ante to something

resembling race pace.

Not too much further up the track, e-grade were dispatched

back behind d-grade on the track and a substantial gap opened

up as the pace stayed at a respectable level.  At this stage, it

was still a bunch of 13 circulating with no one looking strong

(or willing) enough to try and do a solo break.

Some nervous glances and a bit of clock watching started

around the 40+ minute mark, everyone realizing that it was

going to be a tight sprint finish in a lap or 3.  And so, the pace

went down as no one really wanted to go to the front and do

the work, or set the pace.  The resulting lack of decision

slowed the pace right down for several laps, leaving Sam

Bruzzese driving the bus as the bell came out.

Sam tried everything he could to surrender the lead – the

slower he went the slower the bunch went, for almost a half a

lap he tried before the dancing started in the back section.  It

wasn’t so much a fully fledged attack launched by any rider in

particular, but more of a general sense of urgency that

something had to happen – and soon.

Still very tight and close as the bunch rounded the second last

turn into the back straight, and finally the pace was getting

more like it.  The jostling started for the prime bit of track

coming into the finish straight and riders were picking their

wheel for the crucial lead out.  Andrew Buchanan jumped on

Neil Cartledge’s wheel, while Sam Bruzzese thought Mal

Jones looked a good bet.

Sweeping through the turn the race headed up the right of the

road.  The only rider that took the inside line up the finish

straight was Adam Dymond.  No one marked him, leaving him

unattended to power to the d-grade win.

Mal Jones almost got him on the line – maybe another 10

metres would have done it – to take second.  Behind him, 3

riders claimed for 3rd place including Sam Bruzzese, Cube

Taylor and Richard Plumb, with the judges adjudicating in

Sam’s favour.

Although the novelty of Sunday racing probably had an effect

on numbers, it was a great day, with good, close and safe

racing.  Well done everyone!

e-grade (Les McLean)

Many thanks go to Craig Chamberlain and Brian Farrell for their

input to this report.

On a beautiful sunny and wind free day (a record for Casey), nine

riders started their 50 minute race.

Right from the start Tom Saunders, a fairly new rider, went to the

front and strung the field out with his speed and strength.  This

went on for around four laps until Peter Kronemann decided that

he too wanted to push the race along and hurt the rest.  Brian

Farrell tried to get away in the early stages but he was quickly

covered.  Rob Melasecca and Craig also thought that they too

should inflict pain on the rest and did many hard and fast turns on

the front.

Stewart Jenkins, a much improved rider, tried to jump the field on

more than one occasion but each time was brought back and he

could not escape.  Brian observed that Les was always around

third wheel ready to chase any real attempt at a breakaway.  Rob

was the one to watch as he is renowned for breaking away and

pushing his big gear and slowly pulling away.  Tom was not

prepared to let things settle down and he repeatedly moved to the

front to keep the race speed high.

JC did his usual moves of flying off the front, only to be caught

each time.  Every time Les went to the front with Peter on his

wheel Peter complained that he was not getting a good draft

because Les is too small.  Around the 30 minute mark e-grade

came up to the very slow d-grade and there was a discussion as to

whether we can pass them.  Undeterred, Peter took off and the

rest of the field had to follow.  Unfortunately JC and Ian were

down the back of the field when Peter took off and it was up to

Peter Mackie in the d-grade bunch to inform them both that it was

Ok to pass.  It took the pair nearly 800 metres to regain the back

of the race again after a determined chase and just after they

regained the bunch d-grade passed us.

Ian Jones did his bit at the front but he too was feeling the effect

of the high speed.  Brian had a problem with his hip and had to

drop off the bunch, have a rest and then get back on the next lap.

He then kept with the bunch until withdrawing at the bell lap.

When the bell sounded Rob was leading and the speed did drop

very slightly but down the back straight Rob slowly wound up to

his bigger gears and increased the speed.  Les was on his wheel

and thought he was on a good thing with JC on his outside.  At

the turn three riders took off together and started their sprint.  It

was Craig who got the jump on JC and Tom with Les behind.

Fifty metres out it was Ian from JC with Tom and Les battling for

third.  But JC, in his usual easy and fast style, got over Ian to win

by two lengths, Tom a further two lengths back with the rest way

behind. Tom did very well and his finish was superb.

The race speed averaged over 33 k’s per hour which made for a

very hard race.

JC is unstoppable in criterium races - too fast and strong, if he

keeps winning like this though it won’t be long before he finds

himself riding d-grade.

f-grade

No report.



Results

First Second Third Fourth

a-grade (24) Peter Howard

(Doherty’s/Eltham Cycles)

Gerard Donnelly

(Celtic/TFM)

Michael Hay

(Croydon Cycleworks)

Rob Amos

(Velocino)

a-grade (6) Phil Smith Phil Cavaleri Phil Thompson

b-grade (8) Tony Curulli Leigh Bailey Bruce Dunlop

c-grade (16) David Ryan Michael Pearce Dean Niclasen Harold Simpson

d-grade (13) Adam Dymond Mal Jones Sam Bruzzese

e-grade (9) JC Wilson Craig Chamberlain Tom Saunders

f-grade (6) Keith Bowen Rosie Lumbo Rod Goodes

Officials
Thanks to Peter Mackie and Graeme Parker on the desk taking entries.  And thanks to the helpers on Sunday; Bruce Hawker, Pat

Healy, David Heatley and Petra Niclasen who kept an eye on proceedings, finished races off safely and managed to separate the

top ten in the team’s Race.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on

the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the trailer along and David Ryan who was on hand with the drinks.

Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.

Aggregate Results to 22/5/2010

Pts Pts Pts

1
st John C Wilson E 30 6

th Keith Bowen F 23 11
th Michael Paull C 21

2
nd David Ryan C 26 7

th Sam Bruzzese D 23 12
th Peter Ransome C 21

3
rd Dean Niclasen C 25 8

th Steven Ross A 22 13
th Robert Harris B 20

4
th Martin Stalder B 24 9

th Chris Ellenby C 22 14
th Ian Smith C 20

5
th Graeme Parker D 24 10

th Rob Amos A 21 15
th Jim Swainston E 20

Eastern Vets Program
Saturday May 22 2:00pm Kernot Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 29 2:00pm Macclesfield Graded Scratch Races

Monday May 31 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday June 5 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday June 12 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.

* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of

   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been

   paid.

No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to

the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday May 23 9:00am National Boulevard Graded Scratch Races & Handicap

Sunday May 30 9:30am McGregor Avenue, Tullamarine Graded Scratch Races

Sunday June 6 10:00am Avenel Rd, Seymour Tom Stewart handicap (64k)

Sunday June 13 9:30am Freight Drive, Somerton Graded Scratch Races

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday May 23 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Race

Sunday June 6 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Race

Sunday June 27 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Race

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday May 23 10:00am Cororooke Colac “May Open” closed

Saturday May 29 1:00pm Rochester Oppy Race closed

Note : Entries can be made on-line through the VVCC website or are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available

on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by the requisite fee.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

17/10/2010 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day

Registrations open 1/4/2010 for BV members, 8/4/2010 for general public

- www.bv.com.au

27/11/2010 New

Zealand

Wattyl – Lake Taupo Cycle Challenge

Mal Jones on 0412 569 100 or email mal@shotproperty.com.au

Team’s Race

The club is running a six-race series over the winter season for teams. The format of the series is basically one race a month

chosen from the club calendar. With the exception of one race (points race) all of the team’s races will be held in conjunction with

the regular graded scratch races as per last Sunday’s event. The series will be made up of the following events;

1. May 16 - Casey Fields

2. Jun 26 - Steels Creek

3. Jul 3 - Casey Fields, points race - 20 laps of 1.5k loop, 1:30pm start

4. Aug 28 - Macclesfield

5. Sep 26 (Sunday) - Basin Hill Climb/METEC - 33 points per event, top 5 only*

6. Oct 30 - Arthurs Creek

*It is possible this event may not go ahead and will need to be rescheduled

Each event attracts a total of 66 points, for the scratch races these will be allocated as follows;

- 1st - 15, 2nd - 12, 3rd - 10, 4th - 8, 5th - 6, 6th - 5, 7th - 4, 8th - 3, 9th - 2 and 10th -1

for the points race they will be allocated;

- 1st - 3, 2nd - 2, 3rd - 1 for the interim sprints and doubled for the final sprint

for the Hill Climb / Criterium (if it goes ahead) points will be split over the two events - 33 points per event, only the top 5 in each

race will be awarded points.  Hill climb results will be based on absolute time and not handicapped time.

And the teams; there are eight teams as follows;

- Adriatic (a constructed team organised by Phil Cavaleri) - Andy Burmas, Phil Cavaleri, Tony Chandler, David Holt, Phil

Smith

- Bicycle Super Store - Anthony Gullace, John Pritchard, Ian Smith (shanghaied for the first round)

- Celtic / TFM - Frank Donnelly, Gerard Donnelly, Boyd Friis

- Croydon Cycleworks / Pick-a-Part - Roy Clark, Michael Hay, Mick Jamison, Peter O’Callaghan, Rob Tidey

- Doherty’s / Eltham Cycles - Guy Green, Peter Howard, Stefan Kirsch

- Omara Cycles – Damian Burke, Justin Davis, Nigel Kimber, Jason Theobald

- Team Degani - Trevor Coulter, Darren Darling, Frank Nyhuis, Steve Ross

- Velocino (Deb Chamber’s Beach Road shop) - Rob Amos, Jamie Goddard, Rob Harris, Thorkild Muurholm, Nick Tapp

Teams can nominate as many members as they wish but can only field three-riders per event (keeps field sizes within the club’s 25

rider limit), at present the structure of the teams is flexible to facilitate full fields.

Standings after race 1;

Team Pts Rider Pts

1
st Doherty's/Eltham Cycles 17 Peter Howard (Doherty's/Eltham cycles) 15

2
nd Celtic / TFM 12 Gerard Donnelly (Celtic/TFM) 12

3
rd Croydon Cycleworks 10 Mick Hay (Croydon Cycleworks) 10

4
th Adriatic 9 Rob Amos (Velocino) 8

5
th Velocino 8 Trevor Coulter (Team Degani) 6

6
th Team Degani 6 Tony Chandler (Adriatic) 5

7
th Omara 4 Andy Burmas (Adriatic) 4

8
th Bicycle Super Store 0 Nigel Kimber (Omara cycles) 3

R U Tuff-e-nuff

If you were inspired by Colin’s adventures in the Terra Australis, on an easier scale is the R U TUFF-E-NUFF XC RACE on 20th

June at Rob Amos's Chum Creek property - round 2 of the Fat Tyre Flyer Winter Series.  Day licences are available.

Details are available at the web site: www.ftf.com.au

*******************


